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French to some extent, and even on the young German
crowd, who were ignorant of what he was saying, until
Armand acted as interpreter, but watched his expression
and his gestures with intense interest He had a noble look,
standing there on the platform, with one lock of his dark hair
falling over his high forehead, and his eyes very luminous
with an inner light His voice was admirable, very musical
in tone, and extraordinarily vibrant Armand knew that he
was nervous, but this only intensified his emotional appeal,
and to all others but Armand, who knew him so intimately,
he seemed to have no trace of self-consciousness And
indeed, he lost that as he warmed to his speech, so that his
gestures became more free and moving
Armand listened with a great emotion, with deep admira-
tion This boy, this young man, as he was now, was saying
all that Armand believed and hoped for the peace of the
world and for the heart of youth He denounced the war—
from which they had not yet recovered, which was the cause
of the ruin into which civilization had fallen—as a break-
down in human intelligence and a collapse of civilized ideals
As a Frenchman he did not hold Germany as alone in war
guilt All the great Powers shared that guilt, because they
piled up armaments against each other and had gone among
the high explosives with flaming torches of international
rivalry and fear and intrigue, forming combinations against
each other, hurling insults at each other, trying to frustrate
each other's ambitions, without a thought of the fearful
consequences to the young manhood of the world, ignorant
of their diplomacy and the victims of their stupidity None
of the statesmen, said Alphonse Chattier, had had the
vision or the spiritual power to lead civilization away from
this jungle law to some higher conception of hmtian relation-
ship They were still without this vision The elder men
were again arranging new combinations for a new balance
of power which would lead to a new explosion They were
discussing disarmament but increasing their arms They

